BEN10™ Collectible Card Game
UNOFFICIAL GAME RULES
Revised: 27th August 2008

IMPORTANT
The following version of the rules contains unofficial additions and modifications intended to
help clarify some aspects of gameplay arising from or simply not covered in the the official
'Game Manual' supplied with BEN10™ Collectible Card Game starter decks A & B.

INTRODUCTION
In the BEN10™ Collectible Card Game, you battle with your opponent by transforming
characters like Ben and Gwen into various aliens, such as Fourarms and Stinkfly. With a
wide variety of cards, you can create your own original deck and unique tactics, experiencing
the exciting world of "BEN 10".
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CHAPTER 1
GETTING STARTED
PLAY MAT
The following explain the functions of each area on the Ben10™ CCG Play Mat.

A. DISCARD PILE - All your discarded cards are sent
here.
B. BATTLEFIELD - The Battlefield consists of 2 areas
(Earth and Space).
C. EARTH AND SPACE AREAS - Two different areas
where you place Set cards. When your Character cards
attack your opponent's Set or in-play Character cards,
you can only attack your opponent's Set or Character
cards in the same area as the attacking Character cards.
In other words, your attacking Character cards in your
Earth area may attack your opponent's Set or Character
cards in their Earth area, while your attacking Character
cards in your Space area may attack your opponent's Set
or Character cards in their Space area.
D. CHARACTER CARDS - In-play Character cards
appear on the Battlefield (in either the Earth or Space
area) face up. You can have up to four cards (including
both in-play Character cards and Set cards) in each area
(Earth/Space).

E. SET CARDS - Set cards are placed on the Battlefield
face down. You can have up to four cards (including
both Set cards and in-play Character cards) in each area (
Earth/Space). With the exception of Effect cards (and
certain other exceptions), all cards enter the Battlefield
as Set cards before they are turned face up and put in
play.
F. DECK AREA - Your deck is placed here, face down.
When there are no cards left in your deck and you cannot
draw as a result, you lose the game.
G. HAND - The cards you use. To play the game, you
choose cards from your hand and Set them or put them
into play.
H. LIFE POINTS COUNTER - You can keep track of
your current Life points by referring to the Life points
counter. Place a coin (or anything that can be used as a
marker) on "10000" before you start the game, and move
it down as you receive damage to your Life points. Once
the counter reaches "0", you lose the game.

CARDS
There are three types of cards used in the Ben10 Collectible Card Game: Character cards,
Effect cards, and Trick cards.

CHARACTER Cards
These cards represent various characters from "BEN 10." They fight your opponent's
Character cards and deal damage to them, or directly to your opponent's Life points.
Character cards are played as Set cards before being put in play.

A. ENTRANCE COST - The cost of making this
Character card appear on your Battlefield.
B. CARD TYPE - The label indicating that this is a
Character card. Character cards are further divided into
three types so far: HUMAN, ALIEN, or MUTANT.
C. CARD NAME - The name of this card. Two or more
Character cards with the same name cannot be on your
Battlefield at the same time.
D. EFFECTS - The effects of this Character card. Different
cards have different effects.
E. BP (healthy status) - The Battle points (BP) used in
battle. When the Character card has not received any
damage, use the value listed here.

F. BP (injured status) - The Battle points (BP) used in
battle. When the Character card has already received one
damage and has been turned sideways, use the value
listed here.
G. ATTRIBUTES - Traits or skills the character possesses.
Certain card effects target characters with specific
attributes.
H. TRANSFORMATION DURATION (Only for
[ALIEN] cards) - The number of cards contained in the
Transformation deck that is created when a Character
card joins with a Character card in a transformation. (see
"Transformation phase")

EFFECT Cards
Effect cards represent various events from "BEN 10." Each card shows the requirements for
its use and its influences on game play. Effect cards are most commonly put in play directly
from the hand, although they can also be played as Set cards to mislead your opponent.

A. USE COST - The cost of using this Effect card.
B. CARD TYPE - The label indicating that this is an Effect
card.
C. CARD NAME - The name of this card.
D. EFFECTS - The effects of this Effect card. Different
cards have different effects.

TRICK Cards
Trick cards represent special attacks and obstructive techniques from "BEN 10." Each card
shows the requirements for its use. When you meet these requirements, you can activate the
card's effects. Also, like Character cards, Trick cards are played as Set cards before being put
in play, allowing you to mislead your opponent.

A. CARD TYPE - The label indicating that this is a Trick
card.
B. CARD NAME - The name of this card.
C. EFFECTS - The effects of this Trick card. Different
cards have different effects.

WHEN CARDS ARE IN PLAY
Both Character and Trick cards are considered to be in play when they are face up on the
Battlefield. Effect cards are considered to be in play when you activate their effect.

CHAPTER 2
GAME RULES
PREPARING TO PLAY
Before play begins, each player shuffles their deck and cuts the other player's deck.
DECK - Your deck must contain exactly 40 cards. As long as the above rule is followed, you
can include any number of copies of your favorite card in your deck. Additionally, you are
free to include as many of each type of card as you wish in your 40-card deck. Experiment to
find the ratio that best suits your style of play.
VICTORY CONDITIONS - You win the game when either of the following occurs: Your
opponent's Life points are reduced to 0. Each player begins the game with 10000 Life points.
Your opponent needs to draw a card/cards when there are no cards left in their deck.
DECIDE WHO GOES FIRST - Determine who makes the first move (i.e. by playing RockPaper-Scissors or flipping a coin). The winner decides whether to make the first move or not.
Each player draws 6 cards.
At this point, if you do not like the cards you have drawn, you can return them to your deck,
shuffle it, and redraw the cards. You are only allowed to redraw in this manner one time.
You are now ready to start the game!

FLOW OF THE GAME
•

BEGINNING OF YOUR TURN
1. START SEQUENCE
(You must always perform the two phases in the
following order.)
1. Draw phase
2. Open phase
2. MAIN SEQUENCE
(You can perform any of the four phases in any
order. In addition, you can perform each phase as
many times as you like in this sequence.)


Battle phase



Effect phase



Set phase



Move phase

3. END SEQUENCE

•

Transformation phase

YOUR OPPONENT'S TURN

1. START SEQUENCE
DRAW PHASE
Draw one card from the top of your deck and add it to your hand.
You always need to draw one card.
If there are no cards left in your deck and you cannot draw as a result, you lose the game.

OPEN PHASE
Select one of the Set Character or Effect cards on your Battlefield and turn it face up so the
card appears on your Battlefield (see "Set phase"). This phase is skipped on each player's first
turn, or if there are no Character or Effect cards set on the Battlefield.
Only Character and Effect cards can appear on your Battlefield.

If you cannot meet the card's Entrance or Use cost, your Character or Effect card cannot
appear on your Battlefield and must be set back to a Set card. The card's Entrance or Use cost
must be met as soon as it appears. (See "Entrance cost" and "Use cost").

Two or more Character cards with the same name cannot be on your Battlefield at the same
time. If a Character card with the same name appears on your Battlefield by mistake, it must
be set back to a Set card immediately.
All Character cards that appear on the Battlefield remain there until they are discarded,
although their position can be changed (see "Move phase"). Unlike Character cards, all Effect
cards that appear on the Battlefield activate their effect and are discarded immediately.
Entrance Cost
By turning a Character card face up, it is considered to have appeared on your Battlefield.
The figure in the upper right corner of each Character card shows its Entrance cost.
To make a Character card appear, you need to meet either of the conditions below:
The Entrance cost of the Character card is equal to or less than the total number of in-play
character cards in both players' Battlefields.
If a Character card's Entrance cost is greater than the total number of in-play Character cards
in both players' Battlefields, it can still appear if you discard X number of cards from your
hand in accordance with the following formula:

Formula A
Entrance cost of the Character card - Total
number of in-play Character cards in both
players' Battlefields = X
Use Cost
The figure in the upper right corner of each Effect card shows its Use cost.
To play an Effect card and activate its effect, you need to meet the following condition: The
Use cost of the Effect card is equal to or less than the total number of in-play Character cards
in both players' Battlefields.
If an Effect card's Use cost is greater than the total number of in-play Character cards in both
players' Battlefields, it can still be used if you discard X number of cards from your hand
according to the following formula:
Formula B
The Use cost of the Effect card - Total number of
in-play Character cards in both players'
Battlefields = X

2. MAIN SEQUENCE
You can perform any of the four phases in any order. In addition, you can perform each phase
as many times as you like in this sequence.

BATTLE PHASE
You can attack during this phase.
1. Select one of the Character cards in your Battlefield that
has not already moved (see "Move phase") or attacked in
the current turn.
2. Attack on of your opponent's Character or Set cards in
the same area as your attacking Character card. In other
words, your attacking Character cards in your Earth area
may attack your opponent's Character or Set cards in
their Earth area, while your attacking Character cards in
your Space area may attack your opponent's Character or
Set cards in their Space area.*
3. Determine the damage and end the battle.
* If your opponent does not have any cards
(including both in-play Character and Set cards)
in the same area as your attacking Character card,
you can deliver a direct attack to your opponent's
Life point (see "Damage").
Compare your BP with your opponent's BP. The player with the most BP is the winner.
The damage from a battle is dealt to the losing player's Character card (see "Damage"). In
case of a draw, the damage from a battle is dealt to both players' Character cards.
If your Character card with {Flying Attack} battles your opponent's Character card without
{Flying Attack}, their card is regarded as having 0 BP.

When a Character card played as a Set card is attacked by your opponent's Character card, it
may either be put in play or discarded.
When an Effect card played as a Set card is attacked by your opponent's Character card, it is
discarded and none of its effects are activated.

However, if it is a Trick card and your opponent can meet its requirements, they can use its
effects at this point if they desire. If they do not wish to activate the Trick card and use its
effects, they do not have to meet the requirements for its activation and the card is discarded
immediately. All the Trick cards that activate their effects are discarded immediately.

Damage
When your Character card receives damage, indicate its injured status by turning the card
from a vertical (upright) position to a horizontal (sideways) position. A healthy Character
card is always placed upright, while an injured Character card is always placed sideways. If
an injured Character card receives further damage, you must discard it.

When you deal direct damage to your opponent, reduce their Life points by an amount equal
to the BP of the attacking Character card.
If a player's Life points are reduced to "0", they lose the game.
When a pair of Character cards in the transformed status receives damage, the damage is
dealt to the top Character card. If the top card is forced to be discarded due to the damage it
receives (i.e. if it is in injured status when it receives damage), the Transformation deck is
immediately discarded (see "Transformation phase").

EFFECT PHASE
You can use Effect cards in your hand during this phase.
NOTE:
Character cards or Trick cards cannot be played
during Effect phase.
If you can meet the Use cost of an Effect card, you can put it into play and apply its effects.
You cannot use an Effect card without meeting its Use cost (see "Use cost").
You can use as many Effect cards as you wish in this phase, providing you can meet their
Use cost and their effects are applicable.
After using the effects according to the card text, the Effect card is discarded immediately.

SET PHASE
You can place on Character, Trick or Effect card from your hand face down on the Battlefield
as a Set card in this phase.
You can activate the effects of the Effect cards played as Set cards only when you turn them
face up in your Open Phase.
You can have up to four cards (Character and/or Set cards) in each area of your Battlefield,
meaning that you can put a maximum of eight cards (Character and/or Set cards) on your
Battlefield.

MOVE PHASE
You can move one of the Character cards in your Battlefield that has not already moved or
attacked in the current turn.
"Move" means moving your Character card from its current area to an unoccupied space in
the other area.
If the other area is fully occupied with four Character and/or Set cards, you cannot move your
Character card into it.
A card that is moved due to a card effect is not considered to have "already moved". That is,
it can either attack in the Battle phase or be moved again in the Move phase in the same turn.

3. END SEQUENCE
TRANSFORMATION PHASE
By placing your in-play [ALIEN] Character card on top of your in-play [HUMAN] Character
card, you can transform the human Character into the alien Character (see example as show
on the right). Healthy and/or injured status alien and human Character cards may be
transformed, but their healthy or injured status does not change in the transformed status.
Also, the two cards must be in the same area for a transformation to occur.
MOVE THE [ALIEN] TO THE TOP OF THE
[HUMAN] CHARACTER CARD!!
The BP of the transformed Character is determined by adding the BP of the [HUMAN] and
[ALIEN] Character cards and doubling the result...

RESULT:
(The BP of the [HUMAN] Character card + The
BP of the [ALIEN] Character card) x 2 = The BP
of the transformed Character
Then, look at the "Transformation Duration" value written on the [ALIEN] Character card
and draw the same number of cards from your deck, placing them beside the transformed
Character as a special deck. This special deck is called a Transformation deck. From this
point on, whenever you need to draw a card, you must draw from this deck only. When you
have drawn every card from the Transformation deck, your Character's transformation is
cancelled.

Immediately return the top [ALIEN] Character card to your hand to end the transformation.
The [HUMAN] Character card remains in-play in its current (healthy or injured) status. If the
[ALIEN] Character card reenters play later in the game, as a Set card or through card effects,
it returns to healthy status even if it was in injured status when it returned to your hand.

Please apply the following rules for the transformation:
Although a transformed Character consists of two overlapping Character cards, it is regarded
as one Character card. Therefore, when attempting to meet a card's Entrance or Use cost
condition, a transformed Character counts as one in-play Character card.
You can have only one transformed Character on your Battlefield at one time.
You cannot transform a Character that is currently transformed.
If the transformation is cancelled by means other than a lack of cards in the Transformation
deck, discard the remaining cards in the Transformation deck.
If effects that call for a card to be discarded, healed or returned to the hand are directed at a
transformed Character, the effect is applied to both the top and bottom cards and the
transformation is cancelled.

If effects that call for a card to be set back to a Set card are directed at a transformed
Character, both the top and bottom cards are set back to Set cards on empty spaces in the
same area and the transformation is cancelled. If there are no available spaces on the same
area to set them back, they are discarded. If there is an available space for either of them, the
player who activated that effect can choose and set one of them, and discard the other. In
either case, the transformation is cancelled.

When a pair of Character cards in the transformed status receives damage, the damage is
dealt to the top Character card. If the top card is forced to be discarded due to the damage it
receives (i.e. if it is in injured status when it receives damage), the Transformation deck is
immediately discarded.

Although a transformed Character is regarded as one in-play Character card, both of the two
overlapping Character cards are considered to be in play. Therefore, you can activate effects
that can only be activated by having them in play.
Only the effects of the top card of a transformed Character are valid while transformed.
The rule stating that two or more Character cards with the same name cannot be on your
Battlefield at the same time applies to both cards of a transformed Character.
By using card effects, etc., transformation is sometimes possible outside your Transformation
Phase.
If applicable, more than one effect of a Transformed character with multiple effects can be
used during the same turn. For example, if #33 "Kevin 11" is paired with "#17 "Kevin" in
atransformation and is in injured status, both effects on card #33 can be activated.

CHAPTER 3
ADDITIONAL RULES
ADDITIONAL RULES 1 - How to use Trick cards
To use Trick card, follow the directions on the card as to when it can be used.
EXAMPLE:
If your Trick card says, "This card can be used
when your opponent uses an Effect card", place it
in your Battlefield face down as a Set card in
advance so that you can use it when your
opponent uses an Effect card. Once a Trick card's
effect is activated, it is discarded immediately.

Remember that it is your choice to use a Trick card - you are not required to use it simply
because the requirements for its activation have been met, or because it has been attacked as a
Set card. For example, if your Trick card is attacked and its effect is activated by being
attacked, you can choose to discard the Trick card immediately without activating its effect at
all.

ADDITIONAL RULES 2 - Simplification of Terms
Some terms are written in simplified forms with brackets, etc. to keep the card text clear and
concise.
LEGEND

DEFINITION
Card Name
Example: "Ben Tennyson"
Characteristic
Example: [MUTANT] Character card
Character card whose characteristic is
[MUTANT]
Attribute
Example: <<Toughness>>
Character card whose attribute is Toughness
Effect that can be used when the Character card
with the name in these brackets has been paired
with this Character card in a transformation
Example: [Ben Tennyson]
Ability
Example: get {Flying Attack}
Get the ability to attack while flying

ADDITIONAL RULES 3 - Other Rules
•

If the card text contradicts an official rule, give priority
to the card text.

•

If two players activate card effects at the same time, the
player whose turn it is applies their effect first.

•

In the Main sequence, a Character card may be
combined in a transformation (due to card effects) with
another Character card. The new transformed Character
is allowed to attack in the main sequence regardless of
whether the individual Character cards attacked or
moved prior to the transformation.

•

The effects of the Character cards are valid only while
they are in play (face up in your Battlefield).

•

A player's maximum Life points may not be more than
10000 even with certain card effects.

•

Whenever you draw cards, always draw the cards from
the top of your deck.

•

Unless otherwise stated on the cards, a player must
always meet the Entrance cost when a Character card is
put in play, and the Use cost when an Effect card is put
in play.

•

"Heal" means returning your injured (sideways)
Character cards to healthy (upright) status.

•

No cards in the discard pile are considered to be in play.

Notes:
In all of the following cases we have played multiple games with various possible
interpretations of the rules before settling on the above interpretation. To be fair, there hasn't
been an interpretation of the written rules we have tried that was felt to be 'unplayable' and
we simply settled for what we felt was the better option in terms of keeping the game play
dynamic and enjoyable, whilst trying to remain faithful to the spirit of the TV show.
Below is some of the thinking behind the above suggestions and alterations.

If you cannot meet the card's Entrance or Use cost, your Character or Effect card cannot
appear on your Battlefield and must be set back to a Set card. The card's Entrance or Use cost
must be met as soon as it appears. (See "Entrance cost" and "Use cost").

^ This is a minor edit, changing "The Character card's..." to "The card's..." in the second
sentence as Character cards do not have a Use cost. You could instead include a specific
reference to "the Effect card's Use cost" to get the same result.

When a Character card played as a Set card is attacked by your opponent's Character card, it
may either be put in play or discarded.

^ The handling of attacks on Set (Character) cards is a major omission from the published
rules and there are several ways the situation might reasonably be interpreted from the rules
as written.
It appears to work like this:
1. Player A nominates Player B's Set card as the target for
his Character card's attack.
2. Player B reveals the target Set card and:
o

If it is a Trick card and its requirements are met,
he may activate its effect. The Trick card is then
discarded.

o

If it is an Effect card it is discarded and none of
its effects are activated.

o

If it is a Character card and...


...another copy of that Character card is
already in-play, then it is discarded.*



...its Entrance cost is equal to or less than
the number of in-play Character cards,
then it is put in-play and the Battle is
resolved between two in-play Character
cards.



...its Entrance cost is greater than the
number of in-play Character cards, then
you must discard cards from your hand to
put it in-play (if able to do so) and resolve
the Battle, otherwise it is discarded.*

* If at this stage, the Character card is instead returned face down as a Set card, then it seems
possible to stall attacks for prolonged periods by refusing to put larger, more powerful
Character cards in-play (or by using duplicates of already in-play Characters). Allowing the
card to enter play (or instead be discarded) appears to be the better option.
The next element to be considered is whether you are required to pay the Entrance cost of a
card if it is possible to do so: Are you forced to discard cards from your hand?
Unfortunately, the rules are a little contradictory on this point. The OPEN PHASE
description appears to make it compulsory, "The Character card's Entrance or Use cost must
be met as soon as it appears", but it then refers you to the ENTRANCE COST and USE
COST sections, which appear to make it optional, "...it can still appear if..." and "...it can still
be used if...". Frankly, it seems a little hard to fully justify either option from the rules but our
best guess is that:
•

You may pay the Use cost of an Effect card. IF you
choose to pay the cost then the Effect is activated (so
you cannot discard cards and then choose not activate
the Effect).

•

You must pay the Entrance cost of a Character card IF
you are able to do so and IF it can be put in-play (ie. if
there is no card with the same name already in-play).

As a slight aside, the rules do seem quite specific on the fact that you must meet the Entrance
(or Use) Cost in order for a card to appear on the Battlefield unless there is a specific written
exception (Eg. E-006 'The Hero Appears!'), so there does not seem to be any case for putting
a Character card in-play (for free) simply because it has been attacked.

When an Effect card played as a Set card is attacked by your opponent's Character card, it is
discarded and none of its effects are activated.

^ This statement is in the original rules. It is simply in an odd place, being listed under the
SET PHASE rather than in either BATTLE PHASE or EFFECT CARDS.

When a pair of Character cards in the transformed status receives damage, the damage is
dealt to the top Character card. If the top card is forced to be discarded due to the damage it
receives (i.e. if it is in injured status when it receives damage), the Transformation deck is
immediately discarded.

^ The published rulebook contains a direct contradiction regarding the manner in which
damage is dealt to Transformed characters:
•

In the BATTLE PHASE description it is dealt only to
the top card.

•

In the TRANSFORMATION PHASE description it is
dealt to both the top and bottom card.

Transformations seem far too brittle if transforming an injured [HUMAN] Character card
renders both Character cards and the Transformation deck subject to being discard from a
single point of combat damage. It appears to be more in keeping with the nature of BEN10style 'Big Alien Battles', to take the initial BATTLE PHASE interpretation and direct combat
damage only to the top [ALIEN] Character card, so that (in most cases) when the [ALIEN] is
defeated in combat, the [HUMAN] is left in-play... and suddenly looking very vulnerable
indeed.

